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Introduction
Is lawfare turning warfare into unfair?  In other words, is international law
undercutting the ability of the U.S. to conduct effective military interventions?  Is it
becoming a vehicle to exploit American values in ways that actually increase risks to
civilians?  In short, is law becoming more of the problem in modern war instead of part of
the solution?
Some experts seem to think so.  In his Foreign Affairs review of General Wesley
Clark’s fascinating book on the Balkan war, Professor Richard K. Betts laments the role
law and lawyers played in that campaign as well as military interventions generally.1  He
asserts that the “hyperlegalism applied to NATO’s campaign made the conflict
reminiscent of the quaint norms of premodern war.”  Further, he alleges that lawyers
“constrained even the preparations for decisive combat” and declares:
One of the most striking features of the Kosovo campaign, in fact, was the
remarkably direct role lawyers played in managing combat operations – to
a degree unprecedented in previous wars…. The role played by lawyers
in this war should also be sobering – indeed alarming – for devotees of
power politics who denigrate the impact of law on international
conflict….NATO’s lawyers...became in effect, its tactical commanders.2
International lawyers David Riviken and Lee Casey express a somewhat different
but darker view in a recent issue of The National Interest.3 They contend that a “new”
kind of international law is emerging that is “profoundly undemocratic at its core” and
“has the potential to undermine American leadership in the post-Cold War global
system.”  With respect to armed interventions, Riviken and Casey insist that the
“American military is particularly vulnerable” because of the “unrealistic norms” –
especially in relation to collateral damage - propounded by the advocates of this new
international law.  “If the trends of international law are allowed to mature into binding
rules,” they say, “international law may become one of the most potent weapons ever
deployed against the United States.”
Professor Betts, and perhaps to a lesser extent Messers Riviken and Casey,
might find comfort in my conclusion about Operation Allied Force.4  I believe the air
campaign against Kosovo and Serbia may represent something of a high-water mark of
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2the influence of international law in military interventions, at least in the near term.  The
aftermath of that conflict, along with the repercussions of the terrible events of
September 11th, seem to have set in motion forces that will diminish the role of law (if not
lawyers themselves) much beyond the hyperlegalisms to which Betts objects.
Explaining why I make this prediction is a prime purpose of the following discussion.
Initially, the essay will briefly examine the rise of law as a prime feature of
modern military interventions.  Next, it will contend that “lawfare,” that is, the use of law
as a weapon of war, is the newest feature of 21st century combat.5  The paper will then
outline how law and lawyers are integrated into the planning and execution of air
operations conducted by the United States.  The essay will survey legal issues that
typically arise in air campaigns, as well as those that could flow from trends already in
place.  Following that discussion, the paper will provide a uniformed lawyer’s perspective
on the operational impact of selected international agreements.  It concludes by making
some observations about the future of law and war in the new millennium.
Although academic fashion favors the term “international humanitarian law” (IHL),
this paper will not adopt it.  There is really no universally accepted definition of the
phrase, and in practice it too often appears to embrace not just treaties with specific
obligations and accepted norms of customary international law, but also a collage of
other (often amorphous) agreements, non-binding resolutions, unilateral declarations,
and political statements.  Instead of IHL, the paper will rely upon the descriptor “law of
armed conflict” (LOAC).  While many of the same objections might be raised about it as
with IHL, far greater consensus exists as to its scope - if not its interpretation - in specific
situations.
This essay will offer several broad themes for consideration: 1) law is not – and
can never be – the vehicle to ameliorate the horror of war to the extent its advocates
hope and, indeed, seem to expect; 2) although not yet fully institutionalized, the role of
law and lawyers in American military interventions is surprisingly pervasive for practical,
warfighting reasons as much as altruistic, human rights-oriented ones; 3) issues of
international law that affect armed conflict are often ill-informed by the realities of military
strategy and technologies; and 4) there is disturbing evidence that the rule of law is
being hijacked into just another way of fighting (lawfare), to the detriment of
humanitarian values as well as the law itself.
The Rise of International Law
How did international law become so important in military interventions?
Actually, a number of rather disparate factors coalesce to give it the prominence it
enjoys today.  Basic to them is the long-standing desire of the world community (and
especially the West6) to use law to prevent conflict altogether or, failing that, to make the
conduct of war as humane as possible.   The appalling experience of World War II gave
new impetus to the latter idea, resulting in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 that today
form LOAC’s nucleus.7
A principle focus of that effort – and one that is very prominent today – was to
spare noncombatants the adverse effects of war.  Parenthetically, however, the record
shows that the ratio of civilians to military personnel killed in armed conflicts has, in fact,
increased since the Conventions of 1949.8   It is a mistake, of course, to conclude that
the Conventions themselves are to blame (the remorseless civil wars and internal
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point as to the limits of law as a mitigator of the suffering intrinsic to war.
More recently, LOAC indirectly benefited from a much larger international
phenomenon: globalization.  Globalization heightened the status of law generally if for no
other reason than the need for certainty in international commercial transactions.
Likewise, worldwide trade requires international administrative and judicial forums to
resolve contract, claims, intellectual property, and similar disputes.  Where law is absent,
so are investors and others needed for economic development.  Even otherwise
repressive societies recognize that they must embrace law in their relations with other
countries if they hope to gain the benefits of modernity.
The effect of globalization is especially felt in Europe where, coincidentally, many
LOAC initiatives originate.  In order to obtain the economies of scale needed to succeed
in an extremely competitive business environment, Europeans progressively abandoned
elements of their sovereignty in ways unthinkable to Americans.  They are acculturated
to binding themselves in their everyday life (as Americans have not consciously done) to
a multitude of rules and regulations imposed from without.
Herein, perhaps, lies the genesis of some of the division we see in LOAC
interpretations with our European colleagues.  Europeans are comfortable, for example,
with obeying the dictates of the European Parliament, essentially a foreign legislature
vis-à-vis the citizens of any individual country; Americans fought a revolution so as never
to do so.  For this and other reasons the respective mindsets are different, and this is
reflected in contrasting approaches to international law.9
One result is an acceptance of international law and nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) on the Continent far exceeding that on this side of the Atlantic.  In
particular, NGOs often enjoy more influence in LOAC matters in Europe than in the U.S.
Many NGOs are wonderful, philanthropic groups who do selfless, difficult work in
dangerous places.  However, Americans are inclined to be wary those NGOs who
purport to speak – literally – for the “world” on political issues, to include LOAC ones.
Too often NGO positions look like political agendas.  With respect to LOAC issues, it
must always be kept in mind that NGOs are not political entities equivalent to a
sovereign nation; rather, they are no more than self-selected, idiosyncratic interest
groups who are not accountable to any ballot box.  In my opinion these facts get lost at
times - to the detriment of LOAC development and interpretation.
The pacifist and leftist leanings of a lot of NGOs, along with organizational
practices that unabashedly discriminate on the basis of national origin, do not popularize
the groups in the United States.10  Along this line we also must frankly acknowledge
there is an undeniable element of anti-Americanism in international law as it is
developing today.  Riviken and Casey argue quite persuasively that “the impetus in
international law today stems from both our allies and our adversaries, who have chosen
to use it as a means to check, or at least harness, American power.”11  This may be the
real reason for the incessant criticism of U.S. positions that marks so much of the debate
in the international legal community.
Another factor influential to the rise of LOAC is the Information Revolution.  It
spawned high-tech global news organizations that rapidly deliver information – to include
graphic images of war - to publics everywhere.  This is particularly important when
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democracy.12  Shaped by raw news footage, public perceptions of how conflicts are
being fought significantly affect military interventions.  Professors W. Michael Reisman
and Chris T. Antoniou insist:
In modern popular democracies, even a limited armed conflict requires
a substantial base of public support.  That support can erode or even
reverse itself rapidly, no matter how worthy the political objective, if
people believe that the war is being conducted in an unfair, inhumane,
or iniquitous way. 13
The velocity of today’s communications’ capabilities presents real challenges to
democracies as well as those governments that if not democratic in a Western sense,
nevertheless depend upon support from constituencies having access to globalized
information sources. 14  When television airs unfiltered, near real-time film of what
appears to be LOAC violations, complications result. 15
General Clark found during the Kosovo operation that “[t]he new technologies
impacted powerfully at the political levels.  The instantaneous flow of news and
especially imagery could overwhelm the ability of governments to explain, investigate,
coordinate, and confirm.”  What is essential to understand is that increasingly foes of the
United States see this development as a vulnerability to be exploited.  No longer able to
seriously confront - let alone defeat - America militarily, they resort to a strategy that can
be labeled “lawfare.”
Lawfare
Lawfare describes a method of warfare where law is used as a means of
realizing a military objective.16  Though at first blush one might assume lawfare would
result in less suffering in war (and sometimes it does17), in practice it too often produces
behaviors that jeopardize the protection of the truly innocent.  There are many
dimensions to lawfare, but the one ever more frequently embraced by U.S. opponents is
a cynical manipulation of the rule of law and the humanitarian values it represents.
Rather seeking battlefield victories, per se, challengers try to destroy the will to fight by
undermining the public support that is indispensable when democracies like the U.S.
conduct military interventions.  A principle way of bringing about that end is to make it
appear that the U.S. is waging war in violation of the letter or spirit of LOAC.
In this sense lawfare has a firm basis in Clausewitzean analysis.  Carl von
Clausewitz, the great military theorist, spoke of a “remarkable trinity” of the people, the
government, and the military whose combined energies produce victory in war. 18
Belligerents attempt to impose the converse on their adversaries, that is, the
deconstruction of Clausewitz’s trinity.  The traditional U.S. approach to accomplishing
that – and the one LOAC endorses – focuses on the military element and seeks to
diminish the enemy’s armed strength.  America’s challengers focus on the people
element and seek to diminish the strength of their support for the military effort.
Evidence shows this technique can work.  The Vietnam War – where U.S. forces
never suffered a true military defeat - is the archetype that today’s adversaries
repeatedly try to replicate.  Of course, they hope to use the vastly accelerated news
cycle to achieve success far more rapidly and at much less cost than did the
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Antoniou put it, that the “war is being conducted in an unfair, inhumane, or iniquitous
way” necessary public backing might collapse.  Even if U.S. public opinion is unwavering
– as it appears to be with respect to the current war on terrorism19 – the cooperation of
coalition governments nevertheless might weaken if their people become disenchanted
with the way armed force is being used.20 This is especially problematic for the Air Force
if it results in the denial of vital basing and overflight rights.21
As Reisman and Antoniou indicate, the mere perception of LOAC violations can
significantly impact operations.  The Gulf War provides two examples of situations where
LOAC was not violated yet the perception that it may have been had clear military
consequences.  The first concerned the attack on the Al Firdos bunker in Baghdad that
was believed by the allies to be a command and control node.  Some experts concluded
that the post-attack pictures of the bodies of family members of high Iraqi officials (who
evidently used the bunker as a bomb shelter) being excavated from the wreckage
achieved politically what the Iraqi air defenses could not do militarily: rendering
downtown Baghdad immune from attack.22
Worried coalition leaders put the city virtually off-limits to avoid a repetition of like
scenes reaching their peoples.  Similarly, fears about the impact on coalition
constituencies of the images of hundreds of burnt out vehicles along the so-called
“Highway of Death” following an air attack on retreating Iraqi forces was a significant
factor in the early termination of hostilities.23  That result left the Republican Guard intact
to slaughter Kurds and to help keep Saddam Hussein in power to this day.
America’s enemies, who study such cases, may draw from them a lesson to
emulate, that is, to callously capitalize on collateral damage incidents.  As already
suggested, their goal is to gain political leverage by portraying U.S. forces as insensitive
to LOAC and human rights.  To be candid, I personally think that by overselling precision
weapons and other high-tech capabilities, the U.S. Air Force unwittingly made itself
vulnerable to this very strategy.  Unfortunately, opponents unconstrained by
humanitarian ethics now take the strategy to the next level, that of orchestrating
situations that deliberately endanger noncombatants.
One technique is to use civilians as involuntary (and sometimes voluntary24)
human shields.  In addition, adversaries collocate military assets with noncombatant
facilities such as religious structures and NGO compounds in the hopes of either
deterring attacks, or if attacks do take place, producing collateral damage media events
that serve their cause.  The Taliban, according to media reports, employed this tactic.
Specifically, U.S. News & World Report says, “[h]eavy weaponry is being sheltered in
several mosques to deter attacks.  The Taliban has even placed a tank and two large
antiaircraft guns under trees in front of the office of CARE International….”25
The use of NGO facilities to deter legitimate air attacks creates the potential for
tension between the organizations and the armed forces.  If an NGO area is
surreptitiously employed to hide military equipment, should we expect that it would be
reported immediately?  If the NGOs fail to do so, do they become culpable as aiders and
abettors of perfidious conduct, itself a war crime?
In any event, I have found that most senior U.S. military leaders, and certainly
those in the Air Force, accept that the fact or perception of LOAC violations can frustrate
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investigations – both formal ones like the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia’s (ICTY) examination of the Kosovo operation,26 as well as those conducted
by NGOs, academics, and others.  Consequently, savvy American commanders seldom
go to war without their attorneys.  Unsurprisingly, therefore, a significant number of
military lawyers and paralegals deployed for Operation Enduring Freedom27 to
supplement those already serving in the region.28
Michael Ignatieff, who has written extensively about the role of law and lawyers in
the Balkan conflict, provides real insight into the thinking of many senior officers.  He
maintains: “[Lawyers] provide harried decision-makers with a critical guarantee of legal
coverage, turning complex issues of morality into technical issues of legality, so that
whatever moral or operational doubts a commander may have, he can at least be sure
he will not face legal consequences.”29  In short, the predominance of law and lawyers in
U.S. military interventions is as much a concession to the verities of modern war as it is
an altruistic commitment to human rights.
Integrating LOAC into Military Interventions: An Air Force Perspective
Until Operation Just Cause, the successful 1989 intervention that dethroned
Panamanian strongman Manual Noriega, compliance with international law wholly
depended upon the knowledge and disposition of commanders and their planners.
Military lawyers taught LOAC classes – which rarely progressed much beyond the
basics – and prosecuted those who violated it,30 but were rarely found advising
commanders on the legal aspects of combat operations.
Beginning with Just Cause, however, that changed - perhaps in recognition that
after-the-fact prosecutions would not undo the political damage LOAC violations could
inflict.  During the Gulf War judge advocates (JAGs) vetted targets, worked rules of
engagement (ROE) matters, and advised on other warfighting issues, all to favorable
comment from senior military leaders. 31  Since then military lawyers regularly have
made their way into command posts and planning cells in an effort to avoid the kind of
incidents that could derail a military operation.
In U.S. operations the requirement for legal advice is embedded in specific
military instructions.  For example, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff directs that
“all operation plans…concept plans, rules of engagement, execute orders, deployment
orders, policies, and directives are [to be] reviewed by the command legal advisor to
ensure compliance with domestic and international law.”32 This provides the formal
authority for JAGs to insert themselves into the planning and execution processes of
combat operations.  In practice this is done in a rather ad hoc fashion with the precise
methodology much dependent upon the individual personalities involved.
Although this system has worked reasonably well over the years, the Air Force is
now engaged in developing specific doctrine to institutionalize and standardize the role
of lawyers33 in the air operations center (AOC) - the nerve center for the application of
airpower in military interventions.34 This effort builds upon the lessons learned since
1989, the most critical being the importance of involving JAGs in each stage of the air
tasking order (ATO) cycle that produces the master air attack plan (MAAP).  Knowing
exactly when and how to most productively provide legal advice is essential to a JAG’s
success in an AOC.
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because it is very difficult to re-target or re-weaponeer a particular sortie at that late
stage.35   If the legal objection is serious enough, the sortie may be lost entirely.  To
avoid such situations, JAGs in the AOC work around the clock with action officers as
they develop strategy and select targets, weapons, and employment tactics, all of which
can play into the overall legal assessment.  Military lawyers also help write the ROE
chapter of the Special Instructions (or SPINS in Air Force parlance) that become the
aircrews’ operational ‘bible.’
Pre-planned targets in the MAAP ordinarily have a “BE” number that reflects its
designation in what is called the “bomb encyclopedia.”  JAGs review the target folders
associated with each BE.  They evaluate the imagery and other intelligence products
that show the target’s military purpose as well as its potential for collateral damage.  The
quality and quantity of the intelligence can vary, but usually there is enough to make an
informed judgment.  The folder’s data is used to apply what is known as a “tiered”
analysis technique that results in an assessment of the collateral damage risk.  The
technical process takes into account specific weapons’ characteristics to include their
precision capabilities and fragmentation patterns.  The analysis for certain targets –
especially in cities - may include elaborate evaluations of the blast effects on the kind of
buildings found near the weapon’s estimated impact point.  The results are interpolated
with known population distributions to make casualty projections.
Computerized decision-support systems exist to help make collateral damage
assessments.36 While useful tools, they cannot (and should not) substitute for the
considered judgment of lawyers or, for that matter, commanders.  Warfighting remains
an art, not a science reducible to the sterile algorithms of electronic data processing.
Military history is littered with examples – Doolittle’s Raid on Tokyo, McArthur’s landing
at Inchon, and, indeed, the American Revolution itself – for which no computer would
predict success.
However, when applied to collateral damage forecasts, automated assessments
produce what might be considered “evidence.”  In other words, if a commander chooses
to pursue an attack in a way a machine tabulates as possibly causing unnecessary
noncombatant losses, he or she may some day be called to account.  Commanders are
wise, therefore, to make some sort of contemporaneous record of the thinking that led to
their decisions.  Admittedly, it could be difficult to articulate the rationale (especially if the
reason is mainly the commander’s instinct honed by years of experience) but
increasingly it may be necessary to try – and the JAG can assist in that process.
Computerized systems notwithstanding, much of the intellectual heavy lifting
remains subjective and fact-specific.  In my experience, JAGs very rarely are presented
with issues that have straightforward answers in the law.  The targeteers and planners
are too well trained anymore to even think about proposing obviously illegal options.
More often JAGs are dealing with ‘gray’ areas, just like the commanders they serve.
How certain is the intelligence?  Exactly how many civilians do we think might be hurt?
How critical is the target?  Do we have the right weapons available?  These are the
questions that are hashed out during the long hours of ATO development.
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assets – mainly infrastructure elements - that both civilians and military forces draw
upon.37  Dual-use targets can be contentious for two reasons:
First, determining the extent that they make a “concrete and direct military
contribution”38 to the enemy’s war effort as required by LOAC is sometimes difficult and
controversial.  This is another area where U.S. practice is not always coterminous with
that of coalition partners.  Americans tend to take a more holistic approach to an
enemy’s war-making capability than do many other countries.  The U.S. view readily
appreciates that seemingly disparate parts of the civilian infrastructure collectively form
indispensable components to the ability to conduct modern, high-tech war.
Second, assuming the proposed target does make the direct contribution LOAC
requires, it still must be demonstrated that the anticipated military gain from the bombing
outweighs the expected collateral damage.39  Complicating the calculations is the fact
that often there are few immediate casualties from an attack on a dual-use target.  The
adverse effect on civilians of infrastructure loss may only manifest itself over time.40
Electrical grids are an oft-cited example of a dual-use target.  Contemporary
societies, especially in urbanized settings, are as much - or more - dependent upon
supplies of electricity as are their militaries.  An Air Force study shows that because of
the availability of alternate electricity sources for military sites, the utility of attacking the
grid itself is often less than many airmen assume.41  The issue is very fact-specific, and
can vary widely from operation to operation.  Nevertheless, interrupting the electrical
flow despite the existence of backup systems can still yield significant military benefits.
Doing so injects friction into the adversary’s military machine as he frantically tries to
switch, at a critical moment, to temporary power sources that themselves may be of
uncertain reliability.  When possible the Air Force employs means that disrupt electrical
supplies (and other dual-use assets) without permanently destroying infrastructure.
An ancillary problem arises when the inherent ambiguity of dual-use targets is
combined with the need to protect intelligence sources and methods.  Although not an
Air Force operation, the 1998 cruise missile attack on a Sudanese pharmaceutical
factory illustrates the hazards. This facility was alleged to have been involved in the
manufacture of compounds intended for terrorists’ chemical weapons.  Initially, there
was a reluctance to disclose the intelligence information supporting the strike.42
Unfortunately, this led to a questioning of the attack’s legitimacy by many nations,
including some of America’s strongest allies.  The lesson is that the U.S. must be
prepared to prove its case in the ‘court of world opinion’ in addition to more conventional
forums.43   Thus, if the intelligence information is so sensitive that it cannot be disclosed,
decisionmakers must carefully consider whether the target should be struck at all,
especially if the purpose is mainly a psychological one.
Psychological or “message” targets sometimes present perplexing challenges.
These are strikes aimed at bona fide military objectives but whose intended effect is
primarily psychological.  Legally, they are subject to the same analysis as any other
target; nevertheless, they raise some interesting issues.  For example, following the Gulf
War, Air Force lawyers were criticized (unfairly in my view) for questioning the propriety
of a proposal to strike a statue of Saddam Hussein.44 That case aside, the real sticking
point in these situations is whether or not enough objective data exists to conclude that
the desired psychological effect will result.  The evaluation becomes skewed when an
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the air commander during the Gulf War, discussed this problem in the context of the
bombing of the Baath Party headquarters:
In terms of bombing the Baath Party headquarters, we looked at Saddam
Hussein and the Baath Party as one. We wanted to show weakness in
the Baath Party and thus weakness in Saddam Hussein. We wanted to
embarrass him in front of his people as well as limit the loss of life. But
what we didn't realize was that it doesn't matter what the people think. In
the final analysis, we looked at it through American eyes, which was
wrong.45
Somewhat ironically, JAGs spend a great deal of time not, as one might expect,
trying to prevent LOAC violations, but rather explaining to targeteers, planners, and even
commanders that the law is not the warfighting impediment they tend to think it is.  In
some instances this is the result of an incomplete understanding of LOAC.  For example,
during Desert Fox’s 1998 strikes against Iraq,46 a young targeteer expressed concern
that bombing a Republican Guard barracks at night (when it presumably would be
occupied) somehow violated the concept of proportionality.47 Of course, proportionality in
a LOAC sense seeks to weigh the military advantage against potential noncombatant
casualties, not combatants like the Republican Guard.  Indeed, killing them was the
military basis for the strike in the first place.
A related issue engages the whole notion of collateral damage.  Some military
people believe that a prediction of high collateral damage ipso facto makes an attack
unlawful.  This is simply wrong.  Anticipating high collateral damage merely means that
the military value of the target must be great enough to justify the unintended losses.
Savvy political reasoning might counsel against hitting a particular target solely out of
fear of high civilian casualties, but that is altogether different from saying the law
prohibits the attack.
A more debatable proposition relates to the status of voluntary human shields
such as those Serb civilians who deliberately occupied bridges in Belgrade during the
Balkan war.  They hoped to deter NATO attacks by presenting a vexing quandary for
military planners: how to attack the bridges without killing the “noncombatant” protesters.
This issue is politically complex, but not - in my view - legally difficult.  In attempting to
defend an otherwise legitimate target from attack – albeit by creating a psychological
conundrum for NATO – the bridge occupiers lost their noncombatant immunity.  In
essence, they made themselves part of the bridges’ defense system.  As such, they
were subject to attack to the same degree as any other combatant so long as they
remained on the spans.
As convoluted as these issues may appear, “time critical targeting” (TCT)
presents a markedly more difficult challenge.  This process relates to targets of
opportunity (usually mobile ones).  In certain cases this can require re-directing
(“reflowing”) a sortie from a preplanned target to an unplanned one.  Because of growing
pressure to minimize the sensor-to-shooter time,48 TCT is the part of the air operations’
process that probably is most vulnerable to incurring unintended collateral damage.  By
its very nature, the TCT dynamics do not allow for the studied examination of target
folders that the preplanned process permits.  This is yet another reason JAGs must be
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physically present in the AOC at all times to be available to work with the controllers
when these “opportunities” arise.
TCT sometimes allows the JAG only a split-second to formulate advice involving
life and death.  He or she may be obliged to do so based on much less than perfect
data.  Mistakes can happen, both in terms of unexpected collateral damage as well as –
conversely - missed opportunities to damage the enemy.  Indeed, TCT issues in
Enduring Freedom generated media reports critical of JAGs.49  It is impossible at this
time to verify the accuracy of those stories,50 but they do highlight an important issue
applicable to all operations.  What, exactly, is the JAG’s authority?  Does the JAG sit as
some kind of legal satrap with ultimate power over a commander’s actions?
The short answer is “no.”  A good JAG asks the hard questions, plays devil’s
advocate, and demands the best of the intelligence assets and operational processes.
In the end, however, the decision to attack belongs to the commander.  If the
commander directs what appears to be a LOAC violation despite clear legal advice –
something, incidentally, I have never seen – the JAG is obliged to report the incident to a
superior command who, in turn, must conduct an inquiry.51  If that avenue is unavailable
or inappropriate under the circumstances, by law a JAG can bypass the chain of
command and communicate directly with any supervising JAG to include The Judge
Advocate General of the Air Force.52 In short, there are multiple ways of ensuring that an
alleged LOAC violation is surfaced and investigated.
Concluding that a command action amounts to a breach of LOAC responsibilities
is an extremely serious matter, and very different from merely disagreeing with the
wisdom of a particular decision.  It is important, therefore, that the JAG carefully and
explicitly distinguish between an opinion as to prudent warfighting, and his or her formal,
legal judgment on a LOAC matter, that is, one to be followed under pain of otherwise
being considered (and reported as) a war criminal.  Along this line, legal assessments of
particular targets are generally the province of the JAGs in the AOC, not that of military
or civilian lawyers at higher levels.  In the usual course, lawyers in the upper chain of
command do review the overall operations plan, rules of engagement, broad target
categories, and even certain highly sensitive sites.  However, those attorneys would not
ordinarily provide real-time advice about targets of opportunity.
That said, Information Age capabilities present challenges for everyone involved
in air operations, the legal function being only one of those affected.  The technology
now exists for persons far from the area of operations to receive much of the same data
as is available in the AOC.  This may suggest to some that the viewpoint of those distant
from the battlefield is equally valid – especially in air operations – as those deployed
forward.  In my judgment this is a mistake.  As I argued previously, warfighting is an art,
and one that still very much depends upon human interaction.  Even the most advanced
communications systems do not replicate the intangible value of direct human interface.
Person-to-person contact injects an important element of humanity into what can easily
become an impersonal and potentially inhumane enterprise.
Serving in command centers does require the assigned JAG to acquire and
maintain technical proficiency with the AOC’s specialized communications and computer
systems.  Most AOCs employ the Theater Battle Management Core Systems (TBMCS).
JAGs - like everyone else working in the AOC - must complete a specified course of
study in order to master it.  JAGs also receive focused instruction in operations law, and
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many have advanced (post-law school) degrees in international law from the nation’s
premier civilian institutions.
Equally important is the lawyer’s knowledge of purely military matters.  Access to
decisionmakers is ephemeral and can be instantly forfeited if credibility is lost for any
reason.  For the JAG this means he or she must maintain an in-depth understanding of
military history, equipment, strategy, and more.  Senior Air Force leaders have high
expectations in this regard, as General Hal M. Hornburg, a veteran of many combat
operations and currently the Commander of Air Combat Command, noted in a June
2001 address:
[JAGs] need to understand the big picture. I was in the CAOC during
Desert Fox.  Who do you think was standing right behind me? It was my
JAG.  That person needs to know the law and the rules of engagement,
but he or she also needs to understand things bigger than just the law.
They’ve got to understand combat.53
To ensure they do “understand combat’ JAGs selected to work in AOCs are all
uniformed officers who, by and large, are graduates of exactly the same staff schools
and war colleges as any other officer.  In fact, JAGs are routinely top graduates of
professional military education (PME) institutions, and they are known to garner a
disproportionate share of the academic prizes.
In my experience, the U.S. practice of deploying military lawyers as advisors for
combat operations is not widely shared by coalition partners.  Except for a smattering of
British, Canadian, and Australian JAGs, non-U.S. lawyers of any kind are rarely found in
command centers.  In their absence, some contingents simply accept the legal
interpretations given by American JAGs.  Of course, this can present problems – to
include ethical ones – where, for example, the U.S. is not a party to a LOAC-related
treaty that a coalition partner has ratified.
When a coalition partner does deploy a JAG to work with his or her American
counterparts, productive synergies can result.  During Bright Star 99/00, a multinational
exercise that took place in Egypt in 1999, the AOC legal cadre included a British JAG.
Working together from the desert command post, the coalition JAG team used legal
research software and U.S. communications capabilities to obtain the actual text of
British law related to anti-personnel landmines.54  Properly interpreted, this allowed U.K.
forces to play a tangential but useful role in an operation involving American air-
delivered munitions that contained anti-personnel mines.
Unhappily, such productive exchanges are all too uncommon.  Many contingents
look for legal guidance from civilian lawyers in their ministries of defense hundreds or
thousands of miles away.  (Protocol I of the Geneva Conventions does require legal
advisors to be available at all levels of command,55 although it does not specify what
“available” means in physical terms.)  This creates practical problems in terms of delays,
as well as more substantive ones.  The inability to communicate directly with legal
advisor counterparts makes it extremely difficult to insure that all the facts and
circumstances so critical to legal assessments are properly conveyed.  In my judgment,
more nations need to develop a trained cadre of military lawyers to support combat
operations in the field.  The emphasis on “military” is purposeful and is based on two key
factors:
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First, in addition to attendance at PME described above, it takes years of full-time
immersion in the military environment at the tactical level to have the necessary
familiarity with the weapons and their delivery systems to properly advise the
commander-client.  Successful lawyering in the AOC requires the ability to offer
operational alternatives when LOAC issues arise, and few civilian lawyers have the right
background to do that.  In addition, legal issues should be couched whenever possible in
operational terms that are meaningful to the military commander, and this requires first-
hand military experience.  In my opinion, professional warrior-lawyers working side-by-
side with fellow officers are the best means to ensure legal considerations are taken into
account during military interventions.
Second, there is an aspect to dealing with military leaders that is subtle but very
real.  Specifically, it is unlikely that any civilian lawyer (and especially one distant from
the area of operation), can really penetrate the culture of the armed forces, however well
trained and knowledgeable he or she may be.  In my view, to have the necessary
access, credibility, and trust the lawyer must be part of the officer corps.  It is a mistake,
as historian John Keegan observes, to assume a connection between a civilian and a
military occupation (in this instance lawyering) equates to “identity or even similarity” with
members of the military caste.56  Frankly, it is difficult enough for a commissioned officer
who is a member of a profession as unpopular as law to gain the acceptance and
confidence of the operators; it would be near impossible for a civilian to do so.
Informing International Law with the Military Perspective
The differing military and civilian outlooks enlighten recent trends in international
law.  Too often it seems that initiatives suffer from an insufficient understanding of the
direct military impact and a lack of adequate analysis of the unintended military
consequences.  This produces situations that do not make common sense to many in
uniform, and serve to make the law an object of disdain.  Consider the desire among
international law activists to eliminate or control the emerging technologies of war.  Many
military people view technological change as inevitable and, regardless of efforts to limit
or ban it, believe it will eventually appear on the battlefield.
U.S. military thinking is keenly aware of the axiom that “technology has permitted
the division of mankind into ruler and ruled.”57 Indeed, the American way of war is
characterized by technology.  The U.S. is always looking for ways to substitute machines
for manpower – and has enjoyed great success in doing so.58  As Harry Truman once
remarked, “we have won the battle of the laboratories.”59 Importantly, compared to allied
populaces, U.S. taxpayers have borne more than their share of the cost of the
development of expensive technology (e.g., precision weapons) that reduces casualties
on both sides.60  Accordingly, no one should be surprised that Americans and their
armed forces are reluctant to welcome proposals that seem to limit the development and
use of technology in warfighting.
Focusing LOAC efforts on technology seems more than a little ironic given the
history of recent conflicts.  Most people consider the machete-based slaughters in
Rwanda, the deliberate amputation of the limbs of children in Sierra Leone, as well as
the horrific genocide and rape that took place in the Balkans, as examples of the worst
atrocities of late twentieth-century conflicts.61 Each case employed decidedly low-tech
means; in fact, it is generally the intervention of high-tech forces of the U.S. and the
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West that finally brought a halt to such appalling behavior.  Technology-empowered
militaries are the ones more often than not that are trying to impose some measure of
accountability for the inhumane crimes.  Why take steps that that could compromise their
effectiveness?
Nevertheless, well-funded efforts to limit or ban altogether certain technologies
persist, and they often catch the fancy of international celebrities.  The classic illustration
is the campaign to ban antipersonnel landmines.  The tragic death of Britain’s Princess
Diana, one of the movement’s most enthusiastic supporters, served to propel the
adoption of what is known as the Ottawa Convention.62  Virtually every major nation has
ratified the Convention, the U.S. being one of the conspicuous exceptions.  It is true that
landmines caused death and injury to thousands of innocent persons.  It is equally true,
however, that landmines used as they should have been under pre-existing agreements
have not caused many casualties.  Nor were many innocent people victimized by any of
the new generation of self-neutralizing devices now available.
The Ottawa Convention illustrates two nagging issues in international law: 1)
What is to be gained by expanding the scope of prohibitions when there is every
expectation that existing bans are – and will be - ignored by those most responsible for
the problem the new agreement is supposed to remedy?; and 2) What are the
unintended consequences of trying to limit high-tech implements of war in an era when
rapid technological change creates uses that were not (and could not be) envisioned or
accounted for when the agreement was drafted?
Regarding the first concern, one must reject out of hand the argument that
because some break the law there is no point to law in the first place.  Nonetheless, very
often – as in the case of landmines – the key causes of noncombatant suffering are
already prohibited.  For example, Protocol II to the 1980 Conventional Weapons Treaty
(the U.S. and most other nations are parties to the relevant provisions)63 bans the
indiscriminate use of mines, and requires the marking of minefields and their post-
hostilities removal so as to limit noncombatant casualties.  If a party were disposed to
ignore the requirements of the 1980 agreement, how would the Ottawa Convention deter
them?  Moreover, by prohibiting the production of advanced self-neutralizing mines,
those fixated upon using the weapons – and they do and will exist - must resort to crude
varieties instead of ones that render themselves harmless over time.
With respect to the second issue, is it possible the ban could produce unintended
consequences that result in more, not less, human suffering?  Is there a legitimate – and
humane - military use today?  I believe so.  For example, I have never seen any
consideration of the ban in the context of the complicated military problem occasioned
by weapons-of-mass-destruction (WMD) facilities.  How do you attack a WMD site?  Do
you use a high explosive that might scatter pollutants into the atmosphere?  Must you
resort to a weapon infinitely more ferocious than any landmine but that can achieve the
extremely high temperatures needed to destroy certain contagions?  In my opinion the
objective of neutralizing a WMD capability might be more safely undertaken simply by
dousing the installation with hundreds if not thousands of highly sophisticated landmines.
Rendering it unusable until it can be brought under control by friendly forces would seem
to be in keeping with humanitarian values.
Another similarly practical use of mines is against infrastructure targets.
Consider airfields.  From the military perspective, all that is often needed is to block the
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enemy from using the site, sometimes only temporarily.  One way is to blow up the
aircraft, tower, runway, support buildings, and so forth.  Another way would be to shower
the runway with a variety of landmines that make it impossible for aircraft to land or
takeoff.64  The advantage of the latter course is that once you enter the post-conflict
stage, instead of a hopelessly destroyed asset you have recoverable infrastructure upon
which to build the necessary postwar economy.  This is the kind of real world problem
that military and civilian decisionmakers face today.
Some organizations65 want to apply the landmine ban to cluster munitions.66
Although not designed as landmines, the failure rate of a cluster bomb’s submunitions
can leave some unexploded ordinance in enemy territory.  Unwary noncombatants are in
peril (in the same way as they are when treading upon any site where combat has taken
place) if they come in contact with the devices.  However, this relatively rare situation
does not explain the weapon’s humanitarian virtues.  Specifically, because each bomblet
contains only a small amount of explosive, they are not as destructive as other weapons,
and this can save lives.  For example, where an enemy places military equipment such
as an anti-aircraft system on something like a dam, cluster munitions can attack the site
without risking the catastrophic destruction of the dam itself.
It is easy to conjure up similar examples.  Furthermore, banning cluster munitions
invites adversaries to wage lawfare by placing military objects on or near facilities whose
destruction by other weapons (e.g., high-explosives) puts civilians and their property at
risk.  This is especially a problem with the European Union’s proposal to prohibit the use
in what it defines as urban areas.67  The EU policy could suggest to adversaries that
they should locate themselves in urban areas to escape the weapon.  Experience shows
that fighting in cities inevitably causes far more adverse effects on more civilians than
any cluster bomb submunition.  Furthermore, the law should not be indifferent to the
specific context of - and rationale for – the weapon’s proposed use.  Deputy Secretary of
Defense Paul Wolfowitz responded to criticisms of cluster bomb use in Enduring
Freedom by pointing out that the U.S. had lost thousands of civilians in a single day, and
would “use the weapons we need to win this war.”68
What makes bans on technology so problematic is the sheer unpredictability of
future applications.  Weapons expert and retired Army colonel John B. Alexander makes
this point quite forcefully in the summer 2001 issue of the Harvard International
Review.69  Alexander contends that nonlethal technologies have great potential to
minimize combatant and noncombatant casualties alike, but their development is
blocked by what he charges are “emotionally based and broadly worded treaties.”70
Essentially, he contends that the agreements were established at a time when no one
envisioned that various chemical and biological agents “could actually be used to reduce
casualties.” 71  Although he overstates his case somewhat (nonlethal riot control agents
were consciously banned as a method of warfare in the 1993 Chemical Weapons
Convention72) his essential point is correct: “Technologies do not cause bad behavior.  It
is people who use technologies for evil purposes that demonstrate bad behavior.”73
Even the most horrific weapons can have humanitarian value depending upon
how they are (or, perhaps more properly, are not) used.  Nuclear weapons – probably
the subject of more intense international negotiation than any other weapons’ technology
in the history of man – have a remarkable record that supports Alexander’s thesis.
Military historian Martin Van Creveld makes the interesting observation that “in every
region where [nuclear weapons] have been introduced, large-scale interstate war has as
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good as disappeared.”74  The idea is not to advocate the spread of nuclear weaponry,
but just to point out that limiting the technologies of war is not an unqualified virtue.
In any event, it is true that the development of nonlethal or low-lethality
technologies is impeded by chemical, biological, and other weapons conventions.75
While the limitations law places on nonlethal technologies are troubling to military
professionals, real frustration arises when international lawyers assert as irrefutable
truths principles that are unmistakably wrong.  A good example is one of the most
controversial air attacks of the Kosovo conflict.  On 23 April 1999, Radio Television
Serbia - or RTS, - the state-run media station in central Belgrade, was bombed by
coalition aircraft.  As a result of this attack, 16 people were killed, and another 16 injured.
International lawyers, news organizations, and NGOs criticized the attack.76  Typical of
the rationale for the complaints is the Human Rights Watch report that asserted that RTS
made “no direct contribution to the military effort” and that the “risks involved...grossly
outweigh any perceived military benefit.”77
Apparently relying on evidence that indicates the broadcasts whipped up ethnic
hatreds for years,78 Air Commodore David Wilby, a NATO spokesman, insisted, "Serb
radio and TV is an instrument of propaganda and repression….  It is...a legitimate target
in this campaign."79  His statement, as a matter of fact, is consistent with U.S. legal
thinking.80  The RTS strike was subsequently the subject of a review by the ICTY81 (and
a lawsuit before the European Court of Human Rights82).  Although the ICTY accepted
the NATO’s later explanation that the facility was being used for military
communications, it made it clear that but for that circumstance, strikes against the
broadcasting stations were likely unlawful.  Specifically, the ICTY contended:
While stopping such propaganda may serve to demoralize the Yugoslav
population and undermine the government’s political support, it is unlikely
that either of these purposes would offer the "concrete and direct" military
advantage necessary to make them a legitimate military objective.83
This is a rather startling statement in a military sense because even a passing
familiarity with Clausewitz and other strategists - not to mention America’s own
experience in Vietnam - make it plain that “undermin[ing] the government’s political
support” does offer a very “direct and concrete” military advantage especially in today’s
world.84  As already discussed, the people’s support is clearly a “center of gravity”85 in
contemporary military interventions, and information age technologies like radio and
television are instrumental in shaping that support.  It appears that international lawyers
fail to appreciate that even repressive regimes with powerful internal security
mechanisms will fall if political support turns against them.
No less an authority than Pulitzer Prize winning historian and Librarian of
Congress Emeritus Daniel Boorstin makes that case.  Noting the almost bloodless
collapse of the Soviet Union, he contends, “history proves that ruthless rulers can be
removed by popular will.”86  In fact, a recent RAND study confirms that concerns about
Serb popular will were a key reason Milosevic decided to settle when he did.87 When
interpretations of LOAC look as if they are disconnected to humanitarian values, support
for the law inevitably wanes.  To military professionals it is absurd – and even duplicitous
– to contend, as the ICTY report seems to do, that it is somehow preferable to slaughter
masses of enemy troops to achieve victory - in lieu of merely destroying a propaganda
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organ propping up a perverse regime (at the price of small, albeit regrettable, numbers
of civilian casualties).
Another interesting “values” issue is raised by the international campaign against
blinding lasers as a means of warfare.88  No one would debate seriously the proposition
that blindness is a gravely debilitating affliction.  It is still difficult to understand why it is a
more unfortunate condition than traumatic amputation, paralysis, or any other similar
injury that occurs in war.  Assuming a laser is used under circumstances where one
could lawfully kill an opponent, it seems indisputably more humane to blind him than slay
him.  In advocating the ban, however, the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) appears to draw a different conclusion.89 The ICRC, evidently unaware of the
philosophical implications of what it was saying, in essence argued that adversaries
would just use other weapons to finish off blinded combatants.  Again, this is the illogical
argument that presumes that since a belligerent will break existing law (i.e., kill wounded
hors de combat) enacting more law will somehow improve the situation.
The other part of the ICRC argument is rather profound, and illustrates the
contrast between the European view of humanitarian values and that of the U.S.
According to the ICRC, “blinding renders a person virtually unable to work or to function
independently [resulting in] severe psychological depression.”  This simply is not true;
millions of visually handicapped persons live happy, independent, and productive lives.
Moreover, the obvious question remains: is blindness worse than being killed by
“approved” weapons?  I can only conclude that in Europe, where assisted-suicide and
euthanasia have taken root, death is preferable to life with a disability.  Regardless, the
ICRC position hardly represents a universal value and its thinking should not be the
rationale for banning a technology, especially one that by its very nature does not kill its
targets.
Looking ahead, it will be interesting to see how the international legal community
approaches the issue of unmanned and other robotic combat systems.  These
technologies are rapidly gaining acceptance in high-tech militaries like that of the U.S.90
There are issues, however, as to how they should be employed.  As one analyst notes,
“[p]eople are generally more comfortable with somebody being in the loop when things
are being shot and decisions are being made.”91 Nevertheless, as these weapons are
considered, the focus should not be on how they achieve their effect, but rather the
degree to which that effect honors LOAC and human rights.  A more difficult and
problematic issue is presented by the military challenges occasioned by Operation
Enduring Freedom.  The safest and most effective means, for example, of rooting enemy
fighters out of caves may be to employ flamethrowers.  This controversial weapon is not
currently in the U.S. inventory, but press reports are now discussing its possible use.92
Operation Enduring Freedom raised other legal issues that may themselves
stimulate technological development that, in turn, will generate debate in international
law circles.  Specifically, the U.S. was obliged to engage in extensive negotiation and
diplomatic strategies to obtain legal rights for the basing and overflight of military aircraft.
The difficulty in accomplishing that task, as well as the threat that lawfare will make
obtaining like commitments even more troublesome in the future, militates towards
permanent solutions.  In my view one of these could be a greater militarization – indeed
weaponization - of space.93  Among other things, orbiting armed space systems would
obviate the need for foreign basing or overflight permissions.94  This would provide the
U.S. with greater flexibility for unilateral military intervention if required.  Of course, the
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weaponization of space will produce a host of legal and policy issues.95  Nevertheless,
as the leading spacepower the U.S. has the technological potential to bypass those
adversaries who might pressure area nations to deny basing and overflight rights, as
well as those who might be tempted to extract concessions in exchange for them in
some future contingency.
Many of the emerging LOAC issues involve, as I have mentioned before, the
American preference to use technology to avoid casualties.96  This raises another
apparent difference between the U.S. and European view: the relative perspectives on
the profession of arms.97  Despite the existence of an all-volunteer force, Americans in
and out of uniform generally do not consider those who serve as anything other than
citizens of equal or more value as any enemy combatant or noncombatant.  Europeans,
however, have a history of populating their militaries with long-term professionals and
legions of hired foreigners.98  This seems to create a certain sense that the armed forces
are more tools of the state than citizenry in uniform.  To me, this produces a collective
societal ethic that gives the impression that military personnel are expendable assets.
Of course, nowhere in LOAC is there an explicit assertion that the life of a soldier is of
lesser value than any other.  This may be another situation where a view acceptable in
Europe is nevertheless insufficiently universal to make it a bona fide basis for initiatives
in international law.
The affection of Americans towards those of its citizens who serve in the armed
forces in large measure explains why resistance to proposals like the International
Criminal Court (ICC)99 continues to grow.100  The spurious allegations of LOAC violations
after the Balkan War all but guaranteed that the U.S. would not ratify the ICC treaty any
time soon.101  Concerns had already surfaced about the notion of trying American troops
before a forum that fails to meet the minimum standards of an American court-martial.102
The concerns are good ones: It is unwise, in my opinion, for a democracy obliged to
maintain a large military establishment to suggest that those who defend it are somehow
unworthy of the rights they serve to protect.
I do not see any inconsistency, incidentally, with opposing the ICC yet endorsing
the President’s recent order permitting military commissions (which bear no relationship
to the U.S. court-martial system) for the trial of foreign terrorists.103  In my opinion,
because the ICC involves the possible trial of U.S. citizens it is understandably
determined by domestic, civil-military relations’ considerations.  The military
commissions are best analyzed from an international law perspective because they
would only apply to foreign nationals.  I believe the proposed commissions are fully
consonant with international law.
As the widespread support for the ICC outside the U.S. proves, most nations are
quite happy to have their nationals subject to a court that does not afford the rights that a
U.S. court-martial or civilian proceeding provides.  Foreign nationals would be subject to
a process that meets or exceeds international standards; the point is that international
standards are not necessarily the same as the domestic ones Americans want for their
fellow citizens.  Of course, it is somewhat ironic that European nations, who frequently
badgered the U.S. about its refusal to ratify the ICC treaty, are now resisting the
extradition of terrorists because they may be subject to trial before a military
commission,104 despite the striking similarities between that forum and the ICC.
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Concluding Observations
As I offered earlier, I believe that the events of September 11th will have a
profound effect on the role of law in military interventions.  The psychological impact of
savage attacks on the American homeland, along with fears raised by the anthrax
incidents, radically diminishes the public’s desire for what Professor Betts might describe
as hyperlegalistic processes.  Recognizing the dimensions of the new threat, Americans
supported legislation giving law enforcement authorities vastly greater powers at the
expense of what heretofore were accepted individual rights.105  Considering Americans’
willingness to sacrifice their own legal protections, they are unlikely to be overly
demanding about the supposed legal rights of foreign belligerents.
Americans are much more concerned about finding and stopping the
perpetrators of violence than they are about the niceties of international law.  Despite the
President’s statements to the contrary, many pundits called for the outright killing of
those responsible, and derided the notion of trying to bring the perpetrators to justice in a
criminal court.106 Unlike international law devotees, many Americans are exasperated
with the law, especially when traditional applications of it proved to be an inadequate
guarantor of basic security on September 11th.  Stewart Baker, the former general
counsel of the National Security Agency, concludes “[w]e have judicialized more aspects
of human behavior than any civilization in history, and we may have come to the limit of
that.”107 Consequently, in security matters contemporary American discourse is
pervaded by the notion that “[t]he time for legal maneuverings, extraditions and trials is
past.”108
All of this affects Americans’ perceptions of LOAC.  While reports of civilian
casualties in Enduring Freedom cause disturbances among allied populaces, the
support of the U.S. electorate for the military intervention remains strong.109 This is not a
sign of callous indifference, but rather a growing acceptance among the body politic that
war inevitably causes unintended tragedies.  Additionally, the public is becoming better
educated as to how adversaries are manipulating civilian casualties to wage lawfare.  I
believe they are much less prone to assume from media reports that U.S. forces are
waging war “in an unfair, inhumane, or iniquitous way.”110 I also sense that the continued
public support is an expression of the people’s conviction that the U.S. military – which
for years has topped the polls as the institution in which Americans have the most
confidence111 - is doing everything it can to minimize the impact on noncombatants.
Along these lines, I think the persistent criticisms of some international
lawyers,112 NGOs,113 academics, and others regarding U.S. and coalition air operations
in Iraq,114 the Balkans, and Afghanistan have been extremely counter-productive in
terms of enhancing the acceptance of LOAC in the minds of military people.  In too many
instances the criticisms appear alternately uninformed or patently politicized.  Following
Operation Allied Force the allegations that the altitudes flown during combat sorties
caused unnecessary civilian casualties were especially infuriating to airmen.115  The
accusations did not seem to appreciate that the armed forces of democracies at war are
properly guided by and subordinate to policies set by elected leaders, not the desires of
those in uniform.  That is the way the rule of law is supposed to work in free countries.
Furthermore, some reports were wildly inaccurate - even Human Rights Watch could
point to only one instance where high-altitude attacks might have caused unnecessary
civilian injuries.116
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Actually, it is impossible to find examples in human history where so much
combat power was applied as discreetly as in the aforementioned air operations.117  With
respect to Operation Enduring Freedom, White House spokesman Ari Fleischer
observed – quite accurately in my opinion – that “I don’t think you’ll ever witness a nation
that has worked so hard to avoid civilian casualties as the Untied States has.”118 That is
exactly what military leaders at every level believe.  They are convinced that they are
doing everything they can to comply with LOAC.
While one would always hope for perfection in any human endeavor, in real
terms I cannot see how the adherence to LOAC and the humanitarian values it
represents can significantly improve in future military interventions.  It should be kept in
mind that the recent conflicts took place under circumstances where U.S. forces were
not in extremis.  This allowed time for comparatively extensive and systematic
evaluations of targets and strategies.  We may not have that relative “luxury” in rapidly
evolving future conflicts, and the warfighters know it.
By demeaning the sincere efforts of those tasked to use armed force in pursuit of
national objectives, the critics put respect for the law itself in jeopardy.  They
unnecessarily alienate the very audience LOAC most needs to prosper in the proverbial
‘real world.’  I do not mean to imply that the armed forces are disposed to act in an illegal
or immoral fashion, but rather to suggest that the seeming impossibility to satisfy the
self-styled legal authorities encourages military leaders to pursue a more politically-
oriented approach that searches for legal loopholes and technical compliance as
opposed to a more expansive philosophical commitment.  Put concisely, subjective
measures of public tolerance might tend to replace reliance upon rigorous readings of
LOAC as the principal guide.  As much as popular support is critical to a democracy’s
ability to fight, the transient and often emotionally charged politics of a nation at war do
not always reflect the enduring human rights principles that underlay LOAC.  All too
easily, this approach can devolve into Kriegsraison writ large.119
Will international law, and specifically LOAC, become – as Riviken and Casey
predict, “one of the most potent weapons ever deployed against the United States?”
Perhaps their hyperbole goes too far, but the point is an important one.  It is not in the
interest of anyone concerned with humanitarian values to unnecessarily handcuff the
United States - or any democracy – when force is required to restore and safeguard
human rights generally.  We must remind ourselves that our opponents are more than
ready to exploit our values to defeat us, and they will do so without any concern about
LOAC.  Consider this disquieting statement from Chinese military leaders: “War has
rules, but those rules are set by the West...if you use those rules, then weak countries
have no chance...We are a weak country, so do we need to fight according to your
rules? No.”120
We should expect to see unscrupulous antagonists engage in ever more
sophisticated versions of lawfare.  In Colombia, insurgents use sensitivity to human
rights abuses to attempt to decapitate the nation’s military leadership, thus jeopardizing
South America’s oldest democracy.  The Wall Street Journal reports that “by intimidation
and bribery” rebels force peasants to use the “courts to press false charges –
anonymously – against the most capable military leaders.”121 At the same time the
guerrillas are blaming others for human rights abuses, they commit them themselves.
Even Human Rights Watch is disillusioned: “We’ve come to the conclusion that they’re
using international humanitarian law as just part of a P.R. campaign.”122  It is vital for the
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preservation of human rights to be concerned about developments such as this.  If
international law is to remain a viable force for good in military interventions, lawfare
practitioners cannot be permitted to commandeer it for malevolent purposes.
This essay critiques aspects of LOAC as currently practiced, but it is not meant to
denigrate its fundamental importance.  Americans would not be Americans if they waged
war unconstrained by the ethical values LOAC represents.123  Rather, this paper is
intended as a reminder that those interested in promoting law as an ameliorator of the
misery of war are obliged to ensure it does not become bogged down with
interpretations that are at odds with legitimate military concerns.  LOAC must remain
receptive to new developments, especially technological ones that can save lives – even
if that means breaking old paradigms.124
We also must have a better linkage between those knowledgeable of military
affairs and those civilian specialists expert in LOAC.  Only productive cooperation can
achieve the critical mass necessary to sustain international law as a guiding element in
military interventions.  We should encourage other nations to develop a robust cadre of
uniformed lawyers ready to provide insightful advice to commanders in the field.  Finally,
we must not allow thoughtless, ill-informed, and politically motivated accusations to
trivialize LOAC’s fundamental principles.  If it does, LOAC will lose its credibility with the
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